CAMB 605 Course Syllabus (Fall 2020)

Tuesdays 1-4pm
September 15 to December 15, 2020
John Seykora (Course Director)
215 898 0170
seykora@pennmedicine.upenn.edu
1011 BRB II/III Dermatology

Presentation 1: Faculty Chosen Papers

September 15

Paper 1: (MVP1):


September 22


September 29


October 6

Paper 7: (MVP2):

October 13


**Paper 10**: (GTV2): “ChAdOx1 nCoV-19 vaccination prevents SARS-CoV-2 pneumonia in rhesus macaques.” doi: https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.05.13.093195

October 20


October 29

Open Date

**Presentation 2: Student Chosen Papers From List of Following Topics**

November 3

**Topic 1**: (MVP1):
**Topic 2**: (G&E1): Harnessing the genome to treat human disease

November 10

**Topic 3**: (CPM1): Higher Order Assembly of Metabolic Processes
**Topic 4**: (GTV1): Genome Editing/Engineering and Protein Manipulation

November 17

**Topic 5**: (DSRB1): Vascular Regeneration and local patterning
**Topic 6**: (CB1): Cancer immunotherapy

December 1

**Topic 1**: (MVP2):
**Topic 2**: (G&E2): Harnessing the genome to treat human disease

December 8

**Topic 3**: (CPM2): Higher Order Assembly of Metabolic Processes
**Topic 4**: (GTV2): Genome Editing/Engineering and Protein Manipulation
December 15

**Topic 5:** (DSRB2): Vascular Regeneration and local patterning

**Topic 6:** (CB2): Cancer immunotherapy